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Today the S&P500 made a new All-Time-Closing High (ATCH) and this suggests the market wants to go higher and is 

most likely in micro-3 of minute-v of minor-5 of intermediate-v of major-3. The one-minute plot below shows the 

most likely count. This is one of the three counts I have presented over the past days, and with the ATCH it’s now 

the preferred count also given that we’re dealing with a bull-market until proven otherwise.  

Figure 1. SPX 1-min chart. Minute-v underway? Ideal target: 2503-2507. 

 

The ideal target for micro-5 is SPX2504-2507 based on ideal Fib-extensions (see Table 1). These targets fit very well 

with the 2.764-3.000x Fib-extension for minute-i of minor-5 (SPX2500-2508) and with the 2.000x Fib-extension of 

minor-1 for minor-5 (2503). However, a break below SPX2473.91 from current levels is the first sign of worse things 

to come, with a stronger confirnation on a break below SPX2469.85 and SPX2466.48. A break above the SPX2484 

ATH places the shown bullish count front and center.  

Table 1. Ideal wave-tracker tables for micro-, minute- and minor-5 waves 
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Today the S&P500 daily chart shows a new ATHC and the TIs are tryying to point back up, with a new non-ideal A.I. 

buy signal (all 3 TIs are now pointing back up, but not from <20 to >20). Price also remains in the green uptrend 

channel and above all important simple moving averages (5d to 200d SMA). Figure 1 already showed the possible 

(bullish) ascending triangle that is forming and the daily chart shows the technical breakout target: 2500 (2480-

2460+2480=2500). This fits with the ideal wave-tracker table targets of SPX2502-2508. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: TIs trying to point back up, price still in uptrend and above all important SMAs. 
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Breath remained negative today, as the McClellan Oscillator for the S&P500 end at -9, and thus the SPX-SI 

(summation index of the MO) sell signal from last Friday remains in effect as market breadth is not confirming the 

ATCH. This behviour remains IMHO typical of a 5th of a 5th wave when few stocks push the indices higher.  

Figure 3 A) SPX-SI remains on a sell.  

 

In conclusion: Under the hood things remain weak/suspect as market breadth remains negative; not confirming 

the new ATCH, as the SPX-SI remains on a sell. However, the price action over the past days suggests that we 

should most likely expect SPX2502-2508 for a final 5th of a 5th of a 5th wave top, which remains in line with last 

week’s forecast that “A break above SPX2484 targets SPX2488-2508 with an ideal target of SPX2502-2508 in the 

case of “one more minute-wave up””. A break below SPX2466 targets SPX2455ish, with SPX2473 and SPX2469 as 

first and second warnings signs of worse things to come. But for now, as price trumps everthing, the daily price 

charts tell us to continuet to look up. 
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